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Segments
the population segment shown, select the'Segment' drop-down from
the top bar and choose one of the available segments:
To change

Segment All NSW'
AII NSW

i
I

n

Concep

i

GS West

i

I
I

GS Other

;

rctivities

i

NSW
lnterstate

Rest of

I

I

i

----r-tE:Trf

ri::IF!8fi T;i:.:iii;JI,::1

o

A sit down cafe

.

$zoperpercon

o
r

t

Mem
iults).
l
:

ind activities
;

lults)
-....
um Ultimo

I

Admission is ffee
Uve performances ar

nla

. All NSW: all NSW participants
- GS West: West Greater Sydney participants
. GS Other:All Greater Sydney participants who do not live in GS West
. Rest of NSW: all NSW participants who don't live in Greater Sydney
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Attributes
.oerYation areas

Museum hlghllghts

Education labratories and workshop ...'
?
TEmporary exhibitions
v
Research and llbrary spacs
lntemational touring exhlbitlons ,

A childran and famllies zono, lndoor...

nla

i

Ac6d
I

O

Phnetarium

A permanent shopplng

For most attributes (e.9. temporary exhibitions)the study tested if it was
available, or not. For these attributes, selecting the 'n/a'value removes it from
the scenario while selecting e.g. 'Planetarium' adds it to the scenario.
For other attributes (e.9. food and drink facilities) the study tested multiple
options (e.9. a sit down cafe, a food court, a wine bar, or a 4/5 star restaurant)
For these attributes, all options are available in the value drop-down.

nla

\

Similar to the willingness to pay data-set, each scenario is a configuration of
attributes that describe the benefits, costs and location. To change the
configuration of a scenario, select an attribute value from the drop-down.

space

nla
nla
Fabrication laboratories and collabor..

,
v

v
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Multiple scenarios
It's possible to compare two diflerent scenarios at once. To do so, tap/click the
'del option' button in the footer and then 'add option'.
.ev

rplngspace '
.,r€nt, vla a pers"-.

When doing this, the simulator imagines that 2 different Museum's are available
simultaneously. The '% share' values then indicate for the group of people who
would possibly visit one of the new Museum's, the proportion who would visit
one configuration over another.

v
w

,rboratories and collabor...

pfits
lAS collectlon not on ...

-

?

New Museum
Concept
Would notVisit
del option

MAASlNeolJohnstaff
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1. Willingness

81

to pay scenarios

This appendix contains a data set that shows how much
participants would pay to visit the New Museum, or
support it via a council levy.

Context on these, how to interpret them, and outcomes
arising from them can be found in sections'2. Willingness
to pay scenarios' and '3. Willingness to pay outcomes' on
pages 9-28.
The data set is also available in Excel format in the final
deliverables shared with this report.
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Appendix 2. Choice Model Experiment methodology
This appendix contains a detailed report that documents
the approach and validity of the choice experiment used
to generate the Willingness to Pay Scenarios. Context on
the approach to this can be found in section '1. Approach
and outputs' on pages 3-8. Context on how to interpret
them, and outcomes arising from them can be found in
sections '2. Willingness to pay scenarios' and '3.
Willingness to pay outcomes'on pages 9-28.
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Using a Discrete Choice Experiment to estimate willingness-topay and and visitation for the Museum of Applied Arts and
Sciences Parramatta.
B. White, L.v.Butler. SurveyEngine Pty. Ltd.
6m October, 201-6
Version: Final

Abstract
Purpose To determine the Willingness-to-Pay OV'IP)
for proposed features and prices of the new museum
of Applied Arts and Sciences in Parramatta and to

were found to be highly linear (both with R2 = 0.99)
and monotonically decreasing values as expected.
Willingness-to-Pay was calculated for both models

understand t}te effect on visitation.

independently. For the'Non-Use' model, Willingness

Methods TWo Discrete Choice Experiments (DCEs)
were run on an online panel (5=1662). Respondents

to Pay was expressed as a yearly council tax
contribution, while for tle 'Use' model, Willingness-

answered 16 choice sets comprised of 3 options: 2

Museum concepts and a status-quo ('neither') option.

To-Pay was expressed as a component of general
B

of the choice sets were concerned with visitation
('Use') with the remaining B relating to public support
via a council tax levy ('Non-Use'). The'Non-Use'
Experiment explored 32 dimensions and'Use'
experiment explored 33 atrributes. To maximise data
capture and ensure modelling viability, a full rank

ordering of the three options for each scenario was
elicited. We analysed the data with a conditional logit
model and used Chi-squared tests to compare sample
representativeness. Willingness-to-Pay was calculated

for the 'Non-Use'model using the council tax levy
factors and using admission price for the 'Use'models.
Results T\vo Thousand, seven hundred and forty-four
respondents were recruited to the study. 430 were
screened out for not matching the study crileria,242

were screened out as being over quota for

significant at 95% confidence. Estimates of the
payment mechanism (price) utilities for both DCEs

tleir

admission price. Comparison of the two models
showed generai agreement in the importance and sign

( R'?= 0.95) between the two models. Both models
exhibited a high degree of face validity with all price

utilities monotonically decreasing. Clear visitor
benefim generally had positive effect on preference
with non-benefis generally having either negative or
not significant effects. Scaled models incorporating
real visitation figures were included in the 'Use'model

providing

agreement with current aftendance figures.

Conclusion While interpretation of the models and
development of a suategy from the outputs is beyond

tle scope of this paper, the elements from this
research should be sufficient to build a robust and

optimal development stategy for the new MAAS at
Parramatta.

stated

gender, region and age and 470 abandoned the study
part-way. A total of 1,602 completed the survey.

Incomplete responses were excluded from the study
analysis. Respondents completed the survey in a
median time of 14 minutes. 158 people voluntarily
reported they had some difficulty with the suwey with
1,307 voluntarily stating they found the survey easy or

straightforward. Models for both DCEs were valid
(P=0). 19 of the 32 dimensions in the 'Non-Use'were
found to be significant at the 95% confidence level

with 2L of the 33 of the 'Use'model attributes being

Introduction
Economic evaluation is an important concern in the
evaluation of new technologies and services and is
central in reimbursement decision-making processes

in most developed countries.
In the development of the new Museum of Applied

Arts and Sciences in Parramatta, it is crucial to
understand the impact of proposed services, amenities
and charges on both visitation ('Use') as well as public
taxpayer support.

Among the methods available to researchers, a Choice
Page:1/16

Modelling approach is regarded

as the most suitable

method for estimating consumer's willingness to payi

Culturai institutions.

4.

Choice modelling uses a systematic experiment
approach where responden8 are forced, to a certain
extent, to make trade-off decisions between costs and
benefits. Such an experiment yields a rich dataset that

allows the estimation of how individual components
of a product or seryice contribute to overall
preference.

In the Case of the MAAS move to Parramatta, choice
modelling was chosen as the central method to

Infomration on the proposed MAAS at
Parramatta.

5.

Detaiied information on possible attractions
and amenities at the Muse ,m.

6. A'Use'orMsitationDCE.
7. A'Non-Use'DCE.
8. Demographics Questions.
9. Opportunity for open-ended comments.

evaluate various development options for review both

Respondent transitions between pages in the survey

by Treasury NSW and commercial concems.

were recorded to assess time spent on the whole

This Study addressed two related but independent
needs: How would certain service and infrastructure

survey as well as the oppornrnity for individual page
transition times.

development options valued by NSW taxpayers and

Sample frame

how would these developments impact visitation. Tlyo
s'eparate choice experiments were used to answer

those questions.

In addition to the raw recruifrrent frame being NSW
residents aged

1-B

and above (as ofJan 1,2016)

respondents were again screened on the first page

of

Methods

the survey unless &ey met these same requirements.

The mettrods used in this study were drawn from a
previous pilot studytr of 424 adults of 18 years or older

excluded from participation due to the large amount of

NSW residents and concluded on 18.09.201.6. The
pilot examined the Willingness-To-Pay for proposed
attributes of the new MAAS Parramatta. This pilot
contained the same essential DCE aftributes for both

'Use'and'Non-Use'. The pilot validated the payment
mechanisms used in this study as well as the DCE and

In addition participants using mobile devices were
detailed text in the DCEs. Furthermore controls were
put in place to prevent repeat participation for
respondents from the same panel as well as
respondents who may be on more than one panel to
prevent completion of the survey more than once by
the same individual.

WTP approach used.

Interlocking quota controls were'placed on gender,
age and location to ensure a representative sample on

Data Collection

these factors.

Sampling and survey administration were undertaken
by SurveyEngine, a survey company which
specialises in DCEs. Respondents were drawn from
two online panel of Ausnalians (SSI and Toluna).
Respondents were selected based on current residence

in NSW and of being 18 years older.
Potential respondents received an email invitation to
participate, including a hyper-Iink to the survey. They
completed the survey at their leisure and received a
small payment upon completion (being not more than
$10). The Survey had 9 sections over 36 web page
comprised of:

1. Screeningquestions.
2. Introduction to the survey.
3. Usage and Attitudes for Museums

DCE Valuation Thsk
From the findings of the Pilot Study the following two
Consequential Payment Mechanisms were selected.
For the 'Non-Use' DCE, a proposed yearly council tax

levy for 3 years in the range of $0 to $30. For the
'Use'DCE, general admission fee between $5 and $35
was chosen.

Both the 'Use' and 'Non-Use'tasks comprised 8 pairs
of Museum Concepts or choice sets as well as an
option to choose the status quo, being neither. For the
Museum concepts options, 32 dimensions (atnibutes)
were used and for the 'Non-Use'task and 33
dimensions for the 'Use'Task. The dimensions

and

differed oniy in the respect that the 'Non-Use'
included an additional council levy while the'Use'

Page:2i 16

task included additional museum accommodation and

the options and respondents were asked which of the
remaining 2 they prefened. This method of data

river boat attributes.

collection was chosen to maximise collection of trade-

Each dimension had between 2 and S levels.

off

In the 'Use'DCE the status quo option was phrased as

data between two experimentally controlled

choices and avoid the possibility that a majority

'Would not visit' and in the 'Non-Use'case it was

selection of the status quo would jeopardise model

phrased as 'Prefer the current Powerhouse site'.

viability. Furthermore this ensured

Respondents were in both cases invited to choose the

a

full rank ordering

of the three options A,B and C such that any selection
of (say) 'A' followed by'B'would yield the preference

option they preferred most, being \^/ould visit' for the
'Use' DCE and'prefer' in the'Non-Use'. Following

dataA>B, A>C and B>C.

their selection, the first choice was eliminated from

DCE presentation format
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Figure 7: Example DCE Scenario

Given the large number of attibutes for both DCEs,
attributes were grouped into a familiar format similar
to the curent Powerhouse website . The groups were

'Whafs on', 'Special Exhibitions & Activities', 'For
Members' and'Food & Shops'. The groups'Location'
and 'Transport and Accommodation' were added for
the 'Use' DCE and the group 'Cost per NSW
household per year, (maximum 3 years)'was added

for the'Non-Use'DCE.
To simplify layout, attributes that were not-available
were not displayed. Levels were also shortened for

readability although a fuli description of each was
available

by 'hovering'the respondents

each level.

mouse over

The DCE design
In order to include actual visitation figures in the 'Use'
model, it was critical that each dimension contained at
least one level from tle current base-case for the
Powerhouse museum.
The 'Non Use'DCE can be expressed by a total
possible set of 220x3sx410x5 = 1,.33 x101s unique

options for the 'Non Use'and 2tsx3sx48x5 =
6.6Bx101afor the 'Use' DCE.
To cover this space, an orthogonal main effects plan in
128 treatments was used for both DCEs wittr a

random modulo generator >1 and < number of levels

for pairwise generation to guarantee a contast
between levels in each experimentally controlled
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option. With

B

scenarios per respondent, a minimum

Visitation Prediction

of 320 respondents was estimated be the minimum

Respondent statement of likely visitation is known to

required for a student sample (20) observations per

be unreliable in a suwey context. While there is no

Ueament.

doubting the sincerity of intention, there are not

For the 'Use'DCE, the dimension 'location', the

commensurate costs in time, money and opportunity

location of Parramatta and Ultimo was also used in

as

the experiment to isolate any independent effect from

preference may not be reliable, the relative ratios of

the actual location and to intoduce a the status-quo

preference are known to be scale-invariantili.

location for scaling the model with current visitation

Therefore models may be robustly scaled to real
world predictions with the introduction of revealed

figures.

in the real world. While statement of absolute

A fractional orthogonal design in 128 rows was used

preference (RP) data such as actual visitation

to implement the experiment.

numbers. A scale factor for a model may be estimated

Finally, the order of the pairs was randomised to
remove lexical ordering bias by respondents.

using RP while preserving

tle preference ratios. This

method is proposed for prediction of actual visitation.

DCE Sampling

Willingness-To-Pay
The method used to derive Wllingness-to-Pay (WTP),
or more accurately, Implied Willingness-to-Pay,
requires that at least one payment mechanism exists in

For each DCE, an allocation deck of L28 neamens
was maintained. A random-without-replacement
scheme was used for each respondent, with unused

keatments due to drop-out being recycled. This

each DCE. Deriving the implied

Willingness to pay uses the principle that an increase
in price alone by $X should result in a reduction in
overall utility by U. To restore the pre-existing
preference ratios then the Utility must be raised from
another atfibute by the same amount U.

ensured

full replication of treatments for each 12B

sampled treatnents, or a full replication per 16
respondens. This efficiency measure optimised use of
the available sample, guaranteeing that an equal
number of observations of each ueatnent would be
observed for each mr.rltiple of 16 respondents and that

By estimating the relationship between the $X and U,
a value for the Implied Willingness-To-Pay for each

the neaErent allocation would be unbiased witlr

attribute can be inferred. Ideally this relationship

regardless of eventual sample size.

regard to time yet random with regard to respondent

should be a linear one otherwise WTP becomes
dependent on the actual price and the power of using

WTP for non-price attributes becomes limited.
Since using Willingness-to-Pay uses one of the
dimensions of the model for its calculation, a
redundancy is introduced in the calculation of the

willingness-to-pay for the same dimension. For this
reason the dimension used should be linearised by the
same method used in the WTP calculation.

Willingness-to-Pay is necessarily expressed in the
units used to calculate it. In the case of
this

will

tle 'Non-Use',

be Wllingness-To-Pay a fixed yearly council

tax and for'Non-Use' Willingness-to-Pay would be
expressed in as a component of General Admission.

As the WTP is calculated as a change from one Utility
state to another,

it is expressed as a relative dollar

amount for a change from one state to another.
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Results
Characteristic

Level

Number

Proportion Population

Gender

Male

843

52.60/o

49.80%

Female

759

47.4o/o

s0.20%

Age

Location

18-29

287

17.9o/o

20.7o/o

30-39

282

L7.60/o

18.00/o

40-49

307

t9.2%

L8.2o/o

50-59

247

L5.4o/o

L6,70/o

60-69

328

20.5o/o

!3,00/o

70 and over

151

9.4o/o

13.4o/o

Sydney Meno

1028

64.20/o

63.70%

NSW other

574

35.8%

36.30%

Chi

Squared Pvalue

5.102

<0.05

0-712

<0.05

0.153

<0.05

Table 1: Sample Demographics

Summary

Usage anilAttituiles

Two Thousand, seven hundred and forry-four

NSW
Interstate
International

263,292

Total

381,582

respondents were recruited to the study. 430 were
screened out for not matching the study criteria, 242

76,3L6
4r,974

were screened out as behg over quota for their stated
gender, region and age and 470 abandoned the study

part-way. Incomplete responses were excluded from
the study analysis yielding a total of 1,602

Table 2: 2013/20L4 \4sitotions Powerhouse Unmoi'

respondents completed the survey.
Respondents completed the survey in a median time

of

1"4

minutes.

Review of the Usage and Attitudes responses showed
a majority (820) of the respondents had visited a

museum or art gallery in the past year and that a

Demographics

majority (9a1) had heard of the MAAS Powerhouse

We assessed the representativeness of the sample

relative to the general population with Chi-squared

museum. 347 (21o/o) of respondents claim to have
visited the Powerhouse Museum in the past year. This

tests for the categorical characteristics of age, gender

appears to be larger that the estimated NSW visitation

and location. The sample was found to be

figures in Table 2 and is likely due to poor recall.

representative on all characteristics as in Table 1.
Textual Analysis of reported difficulty was made to

whether the task was overly complex. A large
majority (1,307) of the 1,602 completions voluntarily
assess

reported that they found the survey either easy or

straighdorward with 158 people voluntarily reported
they had some difficulty

witl

Choice Moilels
Models for both DCEs were valid (P=0). 19 of the 32
dimensions in the 'Non-Use'were found to be
significant at the 95% confidence level with 21 of the
33 of the 'Use' model attributes being significant at
95olo confidence.

the survey.
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std.

l\ttrihute
Museum Highlights

Temporary Exhibitions

Sigdfrcan

lLeveh

Utility Ernor \rtfald ce @95

(none)

-0.01

0.008

0.215

Museum highlighs

0.01

0.008

0.215

(none)

-0.022

0.008

0.005

Temporary exhibitions

0.022

0.008

0.005
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A Central Installation Space

Centre For Fashion

Centre For Innovation

Exhibitions For Schools,
Children And Families

A Children And Familig5 2,61s
Entry Cost To A Children And
Families Zone

(none)

-0.014

0.008

0.075

A central installation space

0.014

0.008

0.076

(none)

-0.003

0.008

0,685 (not sig.)

Centre for fashion

0.003

0.008

0.685

(none)

-0,001

0.008

0.867 (not sig.)

Centre for innovation

0.001

0.008

0.867

(none)

-0.011

0.008

0.168

Exhibitions for schools, children and families

0.011

0.008

0.168

A children and families zone, indoor only

0.002

0.008

0.788 (not sig.)

A children and families zone, indoor and outdoor

-0.002

0.008

0.788

, admission is free

0.005

0.013

0.7tL

, admission is $10 per

family

0.012

0.013

0.343

, admission is $20 per

family

-0.017

0.013

0.189

-0.011

0.013

0.404

-0.019
Additional digital conteng via a special device at the museum
Additional digital contenq via a smart-phone, tablet, or computer at

0.013

0.141

Additional digital conteng via a personal smart-phone at the
Additional Digital Content

Entry Cost For The Museum

Special Touring Exhibitions

Viewing The MAAS Collection
Not On Show

3D Cinema

Planetarium

museum

home

0.03

0.013

0.021

$5 per person (Adults). Members free.

0.193

0.016

0

$15 per person (Adults). Members free.

0.062

0.016

0

$25 per person (Adults). Members free.

-0.049

0.016

0.002

$35 per person (Adults). Members free.

-0.206

0.016

0

(none)

-0.016

0.013

0.2L2

Intemational touring exhibitions

0.022

0.013

0.086

NSW touring exhibitions

-0.006

0.013

0.6s

(none)

-0.014

0.008

0.083

Mewing the MAAS collection not on show

0.014

0.008

0.083

(none)

0.01

0.013

0.427 (not sig)

3D Cinema showing museum content

-0.016

0.013

0.204

3D Cinema showing mainstream films

0.006

0.013

0.636

(none)

-0.023

0.008

0.004

Planetarium

0.023

0.008

0.004

Live Perforrnances And
Concerts

Entry Cost For Special
Exhibitions And Activities

Members Only Spaces

(none)

-0.006

0.008

0.454 (not sig)

Live performances and concerts
Some exhibitions and activities have an entrance fee in addition to

0.006

0.008

0.454

general admission
$25 enuance fee for each exhibition or acrivity in addition to
general admission
$50 entrance fee for each exhibition or activity in addition to
general admission
$75 ennance fee for each exhibition or activity in addition to
general admission
$100 entrance fee for each exhibition or activity in addition to
general admission
Members only spaces, a private rest and relaxation space with free

0.099

0.02

0

4.074

0.02

0

0.01

0.02

0.621

-0.067

0.02

0.001

-0.115

0.02

0

0.02

0.013

0.1'J.7

-0.042

0.013

0.001

0.022

0.013

0.082

(none)

0.004

0.008

0.636 (not sig)

Members benefis

-0.004

0.008

0.636

snacks and

drink

Members only spaces, a private exhibition space to view unique
exhibits and meet artists
Members only spaces, private business facilities e.g. meeting
spaces,

Members Benefis

work

areas
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Cost To Become A Member

FoodAnd Drink

Cost Of FoodAnd

Drink

Museum Shop

Research And Library Spaces

Consewation Areas

Technology Laboratory
Education Laboratories And
Workshop Spaces

$50 per person (Adults)

0.092

0.016

0

$75 per person (Adults)

0.043

0.016

0.006

$100 per person (Adults)

-0.009

0.016

0.574

$200 per person (Adults)

-0.127

0.016

0

A sit down caf6

0.0i

0.016

0.535

A food coun

0.011

0.016

0.505

A wine bar

-0.032

0.016

0.043

A 4/5 star restauant

0.012

0.016

0.459

$10 per person

0.038

0.016

0.017

$20 per person

0.016

0.016

0.316

$40 per person

-0.007

0.016

0.6s

$60 per person

-0.047

0.016

0.003

A permanent shopping space

0.006

0.008

0.412 (not sig)

An always changing'pop-up' shopping space

-0.006

0.008

0.4t2

(none)

0.011

0.008

0.186

Research and library spaces

-0.011

0.008

0.185

(none)

-0.01

0.008

0.207

Conservation areas

0.01

0.008

0.207

(none)

-0.004

0.008

0.607 (not sig)

Technology laboratory

0.004

0.008

0.607

(none)

-0.007

0.008

0.355 (not sig)

Education laboratories and workshop spaces

0.007

0.008

0.355

(none)

-0.002

0.008

0.754 (not sig)

Conference and function facilities

0.002

0.008

0.754

(none)

-0.004

0.008

0.625 (not sig)

Media production studio

0.004

0.008

0.625

(none)

-0.007

0.008

0.359 (notsig)

Conference And Function

Facilities

Media Production Studio
Fabrication Laboratories And
Collaboration Spaces

Business Incubators

Tax Levy

Fabrication laboratories and collaboration spaces

0.007

0.008

0.359

(none)

-0.002

0.008

0.826 (not sig)

Business incubators

0.002

0.008

0.826

No cost

0.379

0.016

0

$10 Council rates levy, once

year for 3 years

0.081

0.016

0

$20 Council rates levy, once a year for 3 years

-0.088

0.016

0

year for 3 years

a

-0.371

0.016

0

Museum ConceptA

0.267

0.009

0

Museum Concept B

-0.094

0.009

0

Neither - Prefer the current Powerhouse

-0.173

0.009

0

Attribute

Levels

Utility Error Wald

Location

Powerhouse N{ussrrm lj}tirn6

0.076

10.008 0

MAAS Parramatta

-0.076

r0.008 0

(none)

-0.014

r0.008 0.073

Museum highlights

0.014

r0.008 0.073

(none)

-0.013

r0.008 0.095

$30 Council rates levy, once

Altemative Specific Constant

Table

3:

a

Non-Use Model
std.

Museum Highlights

Temporary Exhibitions

Significan
ce @95
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A Central Installation Space

Cenre For Fashion

Centre For Innovation

Exhibitions For Schools,
Children And Families

A Children And Families Zone
Entry Cost To A Children And
Families Zone

Temporary exNbitions

0.013

r0.008 0.095

(none)

-0.007

r0.008 0.339 (not sig)

A cenual installation space

0.007

+0.008 0.339

(none)

-0.009

10.008 0.243

Centre for fashion

0.009

*0.008 0.243

(none)

-0.004

10.008 0.586 (not sig)

Centre for innovation

0.004

*0.008 0.586

(none)

-0.02

10.008 0.013

Exhibitions for schools, children and families

0.02

10.008 0.013

A children and families zone, indoor only

-0.014

10.008 0.073

A children and families zone, indoor and outdoor

0.014

*0.008 0.073

, admission is free

0.025

r0.013 0.0s2

family

-0.007

10.013 0.574

, admission is $20 per family

-0.017

r0.013 0.169

-0.001

*0.013

, admission is $10 per

Additional digital content, via a personal smart-phone at the
Additioual Digital Content

Entry Cost For The Museum

Special Touring Exhibitions

Mewing The MAAS Colection
Not On Show

museulD

0,93 (notsig)

Additional digital content, via a special device at the museum
-0.007
Additional digital conteng via a smart-phone, tableq or computer at

r0.013 0.587

home

0.008

+0.013 0.53

$5 per person (Adults). Members free.

0.231

r0.016 0

$15 per person (Adults). Members free.

0.107

r0.015 0

$25 per person (Adu.lts). Members free.

-0.067

r0.016 0

$35 per person (Adults). Members free.

-0.27t

r0.016 0

(none)

-0.006

r0.013 0.643 (notsig)

Intemational touring exhibitions

-0.008

r0.013 0.521

NSW touring exhibitions

0.014

*0.013 0.27

(none)

-0.002

r0.008

0.84

(not sig)

Viewing the MAAS collection not on show

0.002

r0.008 0.84

(none)

-0.02

10.013 0.11

3D Cinema showing museum content

0

10.013

3D Cinema showing mainstream films

0.02

r0.013 0.108

(none)

-0.01

r0.008 0.185

Planetarium

0.01

r0.008 0.185

Concerts

(none)

-0.02

*0.008 0.013

0.02

i0.008 0.013

Enry Cost For Speeial

Live performances and concerts
Some exhibitions and activities have an entrance fee in addition to
general admission
$25 entrance fee for each exhibition or activity in addition to
general admission
$50 entrance fee for each exhibition or activity in addition to
general admission
$75 entrance fee for each exhibition or acrivity in addition to
general admission
$1O0entrance fee for each exhibition or activity in addition to
general admission
Members only spaces, a private rest and relaxation space with free
snacks and drinks
Members only spaces, a private exhibition space to view unique
exhibits and meet artists
Members only spaces, private business facilities e.g. meeting

0.13

r0.020 0

0.106

r0.020 0

0.006

r0.020 0.75

-0.097

r0.020 0

-0.145

r0.020 0

0.02

r0.013 O.LT7

-0.017

10.013 0.187

spaces, work areas

-0.003

r0.013 0.79

(none)

-0.003

r0.008 0.694 (not sig)

3D Cinema

Planetarium

1

Live Performances And

Exhibitions And Activities

Members Only Spaces

Members Benefits
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Cost To Become A Member

FoodAnd Drink

Cost Of Food And Drink

Museum Shop

Members benefits

0.003

10.008 0.694

$50 per person (Adults)

0.09

r0.016 0

$75 per person (Adults)

0.004

r0.016 0.818

$100 per person (Adults)

0.011

J0.016 0.474

$200 per person (Adults)

-0.105

r0.016 0

A sit down cafe

0.013

10.016 0.411

A food court

-0.005

r0.01-6

A wine bar

-0.044

10.016 0.005

0.72L

A 4/5 star restaurant

0.037

r0.016 0.019

$10 per person

0.038

r0.016 0.016

$20 per person

0.011

r0.016 0.494

$40 per person

-0.028

10.015 0.077

$60 per person

-0.021

r0.016 0.186

A permanent shopping space

0.006

10.008 0.432 (not sig)

An always changing pop-up shopping space

-0.006

r0.008 0.432

Research And Library Spaces

(none)

-0.012

r0.008 0.t27

Research and library spaces

0.012

r0.008 0.t27

Conservation Areas

(none)

-0.015

r0.008 0.047

Conservation areas

0.015

r0.008 0.047

(none)

-0.005

r0.008 0.55

Technology laboratory

0.005

r0.008 0.55

(none)

-0.014

r0.008 0.082

Educalion laboratories and workshop spaces

0.014

10.008 0.082

(none)

-0.015

r0.008

Conference and function facilities

0.015

r0.008 0.05

(none)

-0.004

10.008 0.645 (not sig)

Media production snrdio

0.004

10.008 0.645

(none)

-0.004

r0.008 0.584 (not sig)

Fabrication laboratories and collaboration spaces

0.004

r0.008 0.5M

(none)

0.00s

r0.008 0.515 (not sig)

Business incubators

-0.00s

r0.008 0.515

(none)

-0.005

r0.008 0.523 (not sig)

Technology Laboratory
Education Laboratories And
Workshop Spaces

(not sig)

Conference And Function

Facilities

Media Production Studio
Fabrication Laboratories And
Collaboration Spaces

Business Incubators

Museum Accommodation

0.05

Museum Accommodation

0.005

r0.008 0.523

Museum Boat

(none)

-0.019

*0.008 0.013

Museum Boat

0.019

r0.008 0.013

Alternative Specifi c Constant

MuseumA

0.253

r0.009 0

Museum B

0.096

r0.009 0

Would Not Msit

-0.349

10.009 0

Table 4: Use Model
Estimates of the payment mechanism attributes price

utilities for both DCEs were found to be highly linear
@oth with Rf = 0.99) and monotonically decreasing as
expected.
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perfectly linear (R2 =0.99), being an ideal candidate to
estimate the utiiity value per dollar incr€ment.

0.3
l

R2

= 0.91

0.2'

Using linear regression, a $1.00 increase in yearly
council tax levy produces a reduction in utility of
-0.02419 and conversely an increase of 0.02419
utility implies a willingness to pay $1.00 for that

E
.F
l
OJ

U)

l

--i

-o.2

-0.3

0.1_

-0.1

0.2

3

increase in utility.

r'
0. 5

4,2
-0.3

r

=

Non-Use Utility

0.1

r
=o
-0.1

4.2

Figure 2: Comparison of Use and Non-Use Utilities
Comparison of the two models in figure 2 above
showed general agreement in the importance and sign

-0.3
-0.4
-0.5
Admission Price

( R'?= 0.91) between the rwo models. Both models

Figure 4: Admissionprices vs Utility - Use

exhibited a high degree of face validiry with all price

model

utilities monotonically decreasing.

A similar process was applied to the 'Use'Model. As

Dimensions with clear visitor benefits generally had a
positive effect on preference with non-benefits having

before the relationship is nearly perfectly linear (R2

either negative or not significant effects.

=0.99). Using linear regression, a $1.00 increase in
admission produces a reduction in utility of -0.0168
and conversely an increase of 0.0168 utility implies
willingness to pay $1.00 for that increase in utility.

Willingness-To-Pay

To avoid spurious calculations involving WTP

l

-

0.4

attributes not significant at the 95% level were set to

0.3

$0.00 in the WTP chart in table 5.

0.2

B

a

0.1

Furthermore,where an attribute has 2 levels, one of
i

0

4.1

$s

$25

which was "not available" a single WTP estimate is
displayed. In all other cases the WTP is relative to the

4.2

first level

{.3

Furthermore,where an atrribute has 2 levels, one of

4.4

which was "not available" a single WTP estimate is

-0.5

displayed. In all other cases the WTP is relative to the
Council Tax per Household perYear

first level.
The alternative-specific constant, measuring general

Figure 3: Council lirx vs Uttlity - Non-Use Model
Willingness to pay for the'Non-Use'Model was

preference for experiment alternative was not used in

calculated from the utility estimates for the Council

the WTP calculation as this would be an identical and

Tax Levy Attribute.

constant across all WTP scenario constructions. The

As can be seen in Figure 3, the relationship between
Council Levy and Utiliry (preference) is nearly

implicit assumption is that site is not relevant to WTP
calculation.
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RESEARCH AND LIBRARY

CONSERVAIION

SPACES

AREAS

An always changing pop-up shopping space

$0.00

$0.00

Research and library spaces

-$0.91

$1.43

Conservation areas

$0.83

$1.79

TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
EDUCATION LABORATORIES AND

Technology laboratory

$0.00

$0.00

WORKSHOP

Education laboratories and workshop spaces

$0.00

$1.67

SPACES

CONFERENCE AND FUNCTION FACILITIES Conference and function facilities

MEDIAPRODUCTION STUDIO
FABRICATION LABORATORIES AND
COLLABORATION SPACES
BUSINESS INCUBATORS
MUSEUMACCOMMODATION
MUSEUM BOAT
TAX LEVY

Table

5: Mllingness to Pay for

$0.00

$1.79

Media production studio

$0.00

$0.00

Fabrication laboratories and collaboration spaces

$0.00

$0.00

Business incubators

$0.00

$0.00

MuseumAccommodation

nla

$0.00

Museum Boat

nla

$2.26

$O.OO

$0.00

nla

$10.00

-$10.00

nla

$20.00

-$20.00

n/a

$30.00

-$30.00

nla

Use and Non-Use Models @ 95o/o confi.dence

Yisitation Model Scaling
Using MAAS Powerhouse visitation datatu and 2011 Census datau and NSW population growth figuresu a
predicted probability of a NSW resident attending the current Powerhouse museum in the next year can be
estimated at 4.9o/o.It is not necessary to consider repeat visits as ultimately the prediction required is number of

ticket sales regardless of repeat visitation.
Using this figure and incorporating in the model produces the following scale factor as a utiiiry. An approximate
interpretation for this parameter is 'opportunity to visit'. Including this as an additional parameter
Parameter

Utility

Std.

Error

Would Visit

-2.526

r0.009

0.00

Would not Msit

0.8568

+0.009

0.00

Wald

Table 6: Revealed Preference (RP) model scaling of visitation
These factors are included in the visitation model simulator, available in the digital appendices.

values ftom economic experiments ond
enchmarking against values for other

Discussion

b

A requirement for this project is that the principles of

validity

as out

comparable projeca)

lined in the Tfeasury guidelines be

followed.

Selection of consequent payment mechanisms were

Each of these 4 principles of Criterion, Convergent,

resolved in the Pilot study which is recapinrlated here.

Constuct and Content validity are reproduced below
with particular reference to how each was achieved in

.

easiest to understand as anticipated.

.

this study.
7. Criterion valiility (i.e. " measuring
what is intended to be measured)
this couldbe testedby unilertaking a
pilot survey and checking whether the
resul8 are realistic (by cross-checking
against prices in comporable morkets,

-

Fixed admi5slsn price was both prefened and

A fixed dollar amount for one year, followed
by a fixed dollar amount over 3 years was the
easiest to understand.

Furthermore, both DCEs exhibited highly realistic

price sensitivity. As can be demonstrated in the
simulator, increasing admission price reduces
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likelihood of visitation.

(to examinewhether the sample is
f epr es e ntrtiv e anil stati stic aIIy

2. C,onvergent valiilig (i.e. "alignment

with prices acually paiil") - this could
be tested by examining how resulb
compare against expendifrre pattems
for substiute gooils or sentices
Qterhaps by compafing results against
r e cr eati o nal exp enilirur e)

significant) andby presenting the
survey ilesign/questions (to examine
whether the suntey is following best

practice design)
Table 1 shows the sample characteristics of Age,
Gender and location against the Census proportions.

A

The price ranges tested in the visitation DCE was

chi-squared test shows that the sample proportions of

between zero admission and double the curent

the selected characteristics are in good agreement with

Powerhouse admission fee at $35. The models showed

the expected proportions.

that doubling the admission price would
approximately halve the visitation, being convergent
with the expectation of a highly elastic (optional)
good such as museum visitation.

3. Constuct

v

aliility (i.e. " consistency

withbasic economic theory")

Funding
This project was funded by Neoteny Australia Pry
Lrd.

-this

could be tested by checking whether the
resulfs ore consistent with householil

budget constraints (by looking dt NS W
howeholil ilisposable income anil cost
of living ilata) anil householil revealed
p r ef er enc es for culur al v enues
$terhaps by comparing resulb against
at r ecr eatio nal exp endifi e)

t
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The model results show consistent decreasing
preference for every price variable tested for both

DCEs, consistent with economic theory. In other
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(Carson et al) with visitation benefie having a
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Appendix 3. Pilot study methodology
This appendix contains a detailed repoft that documents
the pilot study that was used to validate the approach
taken for the final Choice Model Experiment. Context o"n
the final experiment methodology can be found in
Appendix 2. Choice Model Experiment methodology'.
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Summary of Results

9036 2885

Online

This Pilot shrdy was conducted to validate the approach for estimating Willingness-toPay (WTP) and visitation to the new Museum of AppliedAru and Sciences (MAAS)
at Parramatta before commenciing a main larger study.

surveyengr ne.com
i nfo@surveyeng
i ne. com

A review of the pilot results shows that the methodology selected for the proposed full
MAAS WTP study is valid. AII the Discrete Choice Experiments produced valid
Discrete Choice Models (DCMs) with high face validity and significance above g9%
confidence for many factors. Furthermore, rhe anticipated Payment Vehicle
Mechanisms were shown to be valid and comprehensible.
Some refinement of the final study

will be required, in particular the length

and

complexity of the current instrument may be causing respondent fatigue. Furthermore
the price ranges chosen for the study are dominating respondents choices and several
of the proposed features show no statistically significant effects on choice.
Specific Findings
. A fixed dollar amount per houshold per year, with a maximum of 3 years, was
the most appropriate payment vehicle mechanism for the "Non-IJse" Models,
while as expected admission fee was appropriate for the "use" or Visitation
models.
. The Use and Non-Use models were dominated by admission fees and the
governemnt levy.
. The govemment levy estimate was both linear and monotonic being ideal for
WIP calculation.
. The Max-Diff experimment revealed significant high preferences for certain
Museum attributes and significant low preferences for most commercial
attributes.
. Evidence for respondent fatigue as the survey progressed as higher proportion
of random choices made deeper into the survey.
. Average completion time was 23 minutes.
Proposed Actions for the Main WTP study
Shortening the survey via removal of MaxDiff & Payment Vehicle question.
Simplifying DCE comprrehansion via culling some attributes.
Reducing the price/payment ranges in the DCE.
Shortening the DCE to 4 scenarios per DCE rather than 8.
Adopting the payment vehicle of a fixed amount per yeiu for 3 years and
admission fee.
Randomise order of alternatives by respondent to isolate lexical prefernce
Selection of the 'Non-Use' model for WTP estimation

.
.
.
.
.

.
.
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Recap on Pilot Objectives

Germony
Potsdomerplotz I
Berlin 10785
tel: +49 30 2A1 692 320

The pilot had the following proposed objectives:

a) To evaluate possible payment vehicle mechanisms,
b) provide an initial rank order of importance of atffibutes,
c) gain initial feeback from the target group on the difficulty
d) provide an opportunity to discover missing attributes,
e) verify the required sample proportions were feasible,

0

g)

ill

Austrolia

of the survey,

include Usage and Attitudes and Demographics sections for evaluation and
optionally, a cut-down DCE to provide initial model data

843 Drummond Street
Corlton North Vic 2054
tel +61

3 9036 2885

9nline
surveyengine.com
in[o@surveyengine. com

A sample of 400 NSW L8+ tax residents representative by Age, Gender and Region
was proposed.

Methodology
Structure of the Questionnaire
AWeb based $rvey was conducted containing the following sections:

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Screening questions

Introduction to the survey.
Usage and Attitudes for Museums and Cultural institutions.
Information on the proposed MAAS at Parramatta.
Detailed informaiton on possible attractions and amenities at the Museum.
A Max-Diff Experiment on the attractions and amenities.
A'LJse' or Visitation DCE.
Questions on Possible Payment Mechanisms.
A Payment Mechanism DCE.

A'Non-Use'DCE.
DemographicsQuestions.
Comments.

A link to the full survey can be found here
//drive. google.com/file/d/0B00PM004f dxdZFVGWN lNzhQSDg/view?
usP=shal'hg

ilril[illrtr

survey
Max-Diff Erperiment Methodolog5r
34 Detailed vigenettes were arranged according to a Balanced-Incomplete-BlockDesign (BIBD) with 4 alternatives wirht44 unique combinations.
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Austrolio
Each respondentwas given 10 scenarios and asked fortheirpreferred, second
preferred and 3d preferred option, providing a full rank ordering of each scenalio,
yielding 60 datapoints per respondent.

Payment Vehide Methodology
4 Payment vehicles were evaluated for the Non-Use WTP. An unspecified
government tax was indicated but not specifically described. The 4 mechanisms
evaluated were:
a
a
a
a
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A fixed payment for one year,
A fixed payment over 3 years,
A percentage for one year and
A percentage over 3 years

The values chosen for the test were over comparable value, being approximately $L00
per household for L year.
2 Payment Vehicles were also tested for the visitation DCE being

.
.

A higher perccentage of admissions and
A fixed admission price

In addition, direct questions on comprehension and prefernce for each of the payment
mechanisms was asked.

MAAS Use (Visitation) Discrete Choice Erperiment
A set of 3L atttributes with possible levels from 2 to 6 was used for the DCE. These
were provided by MAAS.
Importantly, the attributes contained at least one level from the current base-case for
the Powerhouse museum to aid in model validation against actual visitation.
The location of Paramatta vs Ultimo was also used in the experiment to isolate any
indepdent effect from the actual location.

A fractional orthogonal design in 128 rows was used to implement the experiment.
Respondents were given three options for preference for visitation being traro
hypothetical experimentally constructed museum concepts as well as a'would not visit'
option. Respondents were then asked to choose their preference from the remaining

two.
This approach optimises data collection and guarantees the data is modellable even in
the case the the 'None' option is universally preferred.
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Non-Use DCE
The Non-Use experiment attempted to determin the level of public support for the new
museum through an as yet unspecified tax-levy.

Otherwise the Non-use DCE used a nearly identical approach to the'Use'DCE with
the following differences.
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a) Respondents were provided with an addditional'Tax Levy' attribute in the form of
ttre anticipated payment mechanism, being a fixed amount per household over 3 years.
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b) The alternatives were in this case 2 MAAS Parramatta concepts plus the 'Status
Quo'option, to keep the Powerhouse musem.
As before respondents were then asked for their second preference from the remaining
2, guaranteeing valid modelling should the status quo be universally prefemed or
dominant.

Willingness-To-Pay
The method used to derive Willingness-to-Pay (WTP), or more accurately, Implied
Willingness-to-Pay, requires that at least one payment vehicle exists in the DCE.
The method operates on the principal that an increase in price alone by $X should
result in a reduction in overall utility by U. To restore the pre-existing preference ratios
then the Utility must be raised from another attibute by U.

By estimating the relationship between the $X and U, the Willingness-To-Pay for all
atributes can be inferred. Ideally the relationship should be a linear one otherwise
WTP becomes dependent on the actual price and the power of using WIP for nonprice attributes becomes limited.
Sample Frame

A sample of.424 NSW tax residents over the age of 18 on Janl 2016 was recruited
over a period of 4 days. Respondents with handheld devices were screened from the
survey as internal research has shown that this fonn of DCE produces statstically
different results when asnwered by respondents on hand-held devices.
Sample representability was deliberately not controlled for in the pilot to observe the
natural distribution of respondents. This was done so that a plan could be made for the
full study shouid the sample be particularly skewed.

Quality Assurance
Simulations of 400 runs through the survey were conducted automatically and the
resultant datasets were verified for correct data collection. Quality checks on content
and logic were conducted to verify survey function.
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Pilot Survey Findings
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Respondents took an average of 23 minutes to complete the survey being
commensurate with the length of the survey being 42 pages. This agrees with the
industry expectations af approximatey 30 second per page of survey.

Auslrolio

Sample Representability

843 Drummond Street
Corlton North Vic 2054
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with the remainder {rom the Sydney
metropolitan area. 690lo of respondents were born in Ausnalia and there was an
approximately even split by gender vnthl;,4o/o of respondents being female.
47o/o of. respondents were from regional NSW
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The age spread followed a typical representative demographic as below.
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Age

IAce

10

(coun0

7.5

5

2.5

17 25.5 34 12.5

5t

59.5 68 76.5

85

Aga

Usage andAttitudes
A full analysis of the U+A is beyond the scope of this document, however some of
statistics relate to the DCE component.

claim to have visited the Powerhouse Museum in the past year
which agrees approximately with the Powerhouse visitation figures of t0o/o-15o/o of the
NSW population per year.
L6o/o of. respondents

However within the survey 43o/o of. respondent claim they would visit the MAAS
Parramatta in the first 2 years of opening.

A link to the full frequency report can be found here:
:

//drive. google.comffileid/0B0oPM004fdxdtlwdYsFg2dlloND g/view?

usp=sharing
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PaymentVehide Question and DCE
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The resusts of the payment mechanism question revealed that
a
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Fixed addmission price was both preferred and easiest to understand as
anticipated.
A fixed dollar amount for one year, followed by a fixed dollar amount over 3
years was the easiest to understand.
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This was supported by the models, and confirmed that a fixed admission fee was
preferred as the visitation vehicle.

inb@surveyengine.com

However the models showed that a fixed amount of $100 for one year was the least
preferred and a fixed $35 for 3 years was statistically equivalent to the other most
preferred option of. a2o/o council tax.
Putting the findings together, the fixed admission price is clearly the easiest and most
preferred and should be used for the main study.

While results were somewhat mixed for the levy/tax question, a fixed amount over 3
years seems overall the most comprehensible and preferred.
In addition the lexical preference for left option vs. right option was also modelled an
found to be statistically zero. This mean that respondents were entirely choosing based
on the information and not randomly selecting options.

Max DiffAttractions & Amenities Findings
The Max-Diff exercise showed a clear preference structure for the proposed features
and amenities with a 4 fold preference of least liked to most liked.

It is important in the analysis of this part of the research to remember that the features
presented were without any attendant admission or travel costs or context.
Neverthless the results bear face validity with Special Touring, Temporary and
highlights Exhibitions, the Planetarium and 3D Cinema and a Centre for innovation
topping the list.

At the bottom of the list were the commercial amenities such as offices,
accommodation, conference centres as well as niche demand atEibutes such

as

childcare.

As with the payment vehide experimen! Iexical preference for left option vs. right
option was also modelled an found to be statistically zero, indication a large majority
of considered selctions.
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The DCE Use and Non-Use models
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The Discrete Choice Experiment Models yielded consistent models.
The price attributes in all models are being nearly perfectly linear and monotinically
decreasing in utility as prices increase, consistent with economic theory.
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The price attributes do however dominate the model and that many of the non-price
attributes have either small or non significant effecs on preference.
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There are a number of possibilities for this:
The price ranges are too large, thereby reducing the resolution of smaller

a

effects.

The sample size of 400 is just at the limit for valid models which require a
minimum of 20 observations per respondent, which would be 320 for the pilot.
The large number of atrributes meant there was a difficulty in comprehension
or evaluation.
The length of the survey may have given respondents a certain amount of
fatigue, randomly selecing responses to finish the survey.

a

a

a

To this last point, it was observed that the lexical prefernce for the Ieft option was also
much higher than for most attributes. While this doesnlt directly affect the model
estimates, it does indicate that a respondent fatigue began to creep in, especially as
these experiement would have been about 1-5 minutes into the survey. This effect
became most pronounced with the final DCE.

Nevertheless, the large majonty of the attributes have face validity with the museum
and exhibition attributes having a positive preference and the commercial or niche
ones having a zeto or negative effect.

A note on confidence intervals
Confidence intervals for the 1,2 and 3 standard deviations were calculated for each
factor in the model, representing confidence intervals of 670/o,950lo and 99olo.

While in the final DCE confidence intervals of 957o or 99%o may be required, for the
pilot it is recommended that confidence intervals of.670/o be used as the purpose of the
pilot is to examine any signal. An estimate with a 670/o confidence interval means that
it is more likely than not that the factor estimate is non-zero.

A link to all models and WTP calculation can be found here:
https : //docs. google.com/a/surveyengine.com/spreadshe ets/ dl lc7
pnD5

C
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igdrW0PjxItlwOOPTsnwYPOpDY lWl0Ds/edit?usp =sharing
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Willingness-Tb-Pay
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Calculation
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Willngness to pay was calculated for both the Use and Non-Use models according to
the following scheme.

Auslrolio
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1.

The price variable for each mode(GeneralAdmisssion for the 'Use' Model and
'Tax Levy'for the'Non-Use'model.) was examined and linearised.

2.

A goodness of fit parameter for each linerisation was made and found to have
an R-squared of over 0.98 for both models. This is an exceptionally good result
with the maximum being 1.0 for perfect correlation. The equivalent measure of
Utility was calculated per $1 increase and found to be -0.0L6 for both models.

3.

The raw model utilities were then converted to dollars (in the respective units)
for each attribute in the model.
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4. Since the models are expressed in relative terms, to aid comprehension,

the
WTP estimates were then adjusted to reflect a fixed dollar amount relative to
the first level in each Attribute. The interpretation then is that WIP for some
Ievel is the additional amount people ilg vsilling to pay above the first level
option.

This has clear meaning when the first level is'not-available'at the WTP
expresses the absolte WTP for that feature. However in the case where these is
no'non-available'level, WTP needs to be expressed as WTP for a change from
one state to another - a relative WTP.

WTP'Use Model'Results
An interpreation of the results is beyond the scope of this document, however
all the model results and WTP calculations may be found at:

a

link to

es I dl lc7 rzpipnDSC igclrW0Pjx}',[wooPTsnwYPOpDYlWl0Ds/edit?usp=sharing

https : //docs. go o gle.com/a/surveyengine.com/spreadshe
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